SYLLABUS FOR MONTHLY TEST
March 2016
Class III

Science

- Chapter 05: Rocks and soil
- Chapter 07 Electricity (pages 145-160)

Learn all the work done in note book, read the book thoroughly and related pages in work book.

SST

- Chapter: Islamabad

All the work done in copy is included. Go through the books as well.

Islamiat

- How to use other people’s things
- Revered companions

All the work done in the copy of both the chapters is included. Read the lessons thoroughly.

Math

- Fraction
- Times
- Parallel
- Perpendicular lines
- Angles

All the work done in copy and book is included.

Computer

- Chapter: Introduction to MSW Logo
- Chapter: Logo commands

Question / answers from the copy and book exercises also included. Learn the tricky terms and memory bytes.
Read the chapters thoroughly. Practical will be taken from the chapter ‘Logo Commands’.
English

Literature

- Abraham prize

Language

- Pronouns (personal and possessive)
- Preposition (between/among) & (in/into)
- Countable and uncountable nouns
- Unseen comprehension
- Creative writing

All the work done in copy is included. Go through the lessons from book as well.